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Canvas 
Modules

Watsonville 
Canneries 
Strike

https://cabrillo.instructure.com/courses/15583/modules/179076?wrap=1
https://cabrillo.instructure.com/courses/15583/modules/179076?wrap=1
https://cabrillo.instructure.com/courses/15583/modules/179076?wrap=1
https://cabrillo.instructure.com/courses/15583/modules#module_179076


Canvas 
Modules

What is a 
Union?

https://cabrillo.instructure.com/courses/15583/modules/179077?wrap=1
https://cabrillo.instructure.com/courses/15583/modules/179077?wrap=1




How to Start 
a Union



Going on Strike



Community 
Involvement & 
Political Pressure



History 
Photographs 



History 

Flyers



History

Interviews



History

How to Organize on the Job: 

A Handbook for Stewards 
(1941-45)

https://digital-collections.library.sfsu.edu/Documents/Detail/how-to-organize-the-job-a-handbook-for-stewards/8013
https://digital-collections.library.sfsu.edu/Documents/Detail/how-to-organize-the-job-a-handbook-for-stewards/8013


Political 
Science

Essay Prompt for PS 1 - Intro to Government:

● Identify and describe one key trend in the 
political economy of the past several decades, 
such as the steady increase in income 
inequality. 

● How is this trend related to the struggle for 
power in our society?

● How has the trend you described impacted 
you, your family, or your community?



Political Science

STARBUCKS WORKERS UNITED

NON-INTERFERENCE AND FAIR ELECTION 
PRINCIPLES

FOR PARTNER UNIONIZATION



Political 
Science

Required reading 
assignments 
provided via link to 
full text article in 
ProQuest.



Political 
Science

Suggested reading 
& resources curated 
by librarians.



Political Science Student Essay Excerpts:
“After reading about the workers in Santa Cruz and similar cases around the U.S., it is 
shocking to see how Starbucks acts behind closed doors compared to how its leaders speak 
to the public.”

“Since so many students are enrolling each year, many new [college student] workers are in 
the downtown area… as pointed out by the KSBW article.” 

“While the Starbucks unionization movement affected many coffee-loving people in our 
community — folks need their caffeine, right? — it may have affected the students of our 
community the most.”

“…the Starbucks unionization in Santa Cruz and the issues that accompany it highlight unions’ 
importance and their political power. The history of labor unions in the U.S. and the formation 
of the NLRA and the NLRB demonstrate the federal government’s role in protecting workers’ 
rights. The formation of the Starbucks union in Santa Cruz, affiliated with Workers United, will 
help shed light on the mistreatment of employees by Starbucks.” 



Project Management
● One semester to build module & one semester to pilot
● Working Meetings on zoom
● Google Docs for outline & source descriptions
● Canvas 

○ Export - Import across Institutions 
○ Canvas Commons to share publicly
○ “Send To” to share with faculty at your Institution



Takeaways


